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Eureka moment! 
IT staff came down to Reference during the 
busy hours and observed the issues students 
were having in real time.  When we could see 
the problems together in real time we were able 
to find common language for describing and 
reporting problems. Observing the problems 
together made all the difference! 
 
Solution:  
A form to collect exactly what critical information 
was needed by IT staff to troubleshoot issues.  
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The Problem:   
 
Implementing a new self sign in 
system for our computer labs the 
library. 
Limited pilot of the software did not 
reveal issues  
Rolled out the software quickly and 
addressed issues as they arose.  
And there were SO MANY!  
Observation: 
We could see the problems happening 
 
Complaints: students told us; library 
staff had complaints too. 
Student newspapers wrote several 
articles raising questions and issues 
Our library survey was full of 
complaints about the new system 
 
 
 
Communication : 
The words we librarians were using to describe 
the problems did not make sense to IT.  
 
Library staff were giving IT staff insufficient 
information to understand the problems users 
encountered. We had trouble describing what 
was happening in language IT staff could 
interpret.  
 
Misreporting the issues and miscommunication 
caused delays in resolving issues  
 
There’s already 
somebody at my 
computer! 
 
The computer won’t let 
me log in but I was  
just assigned to this 
one!!! 
Why is the system 
assigning the most 
recently vacated 
computer first??? 
Why is the system 
assigning computers 
right next to each 
other when the lab is 
not crowded??? 
Why can’t I log in?  
I’m a current student! 
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